
Where plants and animals live

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Grassland Ecosystem Wetland Environment

Population Habitat Desert Community

1. ______________ - the place where an organism lives within an ecosystem;
where living things make their homes and live; a place that supports a plant
or animal and has everything they need to survive

2. ______________ - an ecosystem of low lands that are covered by water for
some time during the year that is home to a wide variety of organisms

3. ______________ - the dryest of all ecosystems where there are few plants
and very small amounts of rainfall

4. ______________ - different populations of plants and animals living and
interacting with one another in a particular area

5. ______________ - the living and nonliving components of an environment
and the way they interact with each other and their environment

6. ______________ - everything that surrounds a living thing or person

7. ______________ - an ecosystem with tall grasses but no trees which receives
very little rain

8. ______________ - a group of organisms of the same species living in the
same area at the same time
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Where plants and animals live

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Grassland Ecosystem Wetland Environment

Population Habitat Desert Community

1. habitat - the place where an organism lives within an ecosystem; where
living things make their homes and live; a place that supports a plant or
animal and has everything they need to survive

2. wetland - an ecosystem of low lands that are covered by water for some
time during the year that is home to a wide variety of organisms

3. desert - the dryest of all ecosystems where there are few plants and very
small amounts of rainfall

4. community - different populations of plants and animals living and
interacting with one another in a particular area

5. ecosystem - the living and nonliving components of an environment and
the way they interact with each other and their environment

6. environment - everything that surrounds a living thing or person

7. grassland - an ecosystem with tall grasses but no trees which receives
very little rain

8. population - a group of organisms of the same species living in the same
area at the same time
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